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The Iridium Constellation of 66 cross-linked Low Earth Orbit (LEO) satellites, which means truly global

coverage and real mobility everywhere.

The network is considered a meshed constellation of interconnected cross-linked satellites so that each satel-

lite ‘talks’ with the other nearby satellites in adjacent orbits.

Unique to Iridium, this architecture provides inherent advantages in performance and reliability over other 

mobile satellite service providers.  

GlobaFone has been an Iridium Service Provider for over 10 years so you can count on our knowledge and 

trusted advice.  We provide Iridium phones, accessories and services to dozens of Federal clients and we can 

create a program that will help you achieve your results.  Call us and let us help you with your Iridium re-

quirements.   
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US-made Iridium 9505A 

complete kit  

(For GSA contracts) 

The Iridium 9505A satellite 

phone is the workhorse, the 

rugged satellite phone that 

militaries and governments 

worldwide rely on for 

dependable service. The standard 

9505A went out of production in 

May of 2009 but the US-made 

phone is still available for 

agencies with special 

requirements.  Keep in mind this 

is a complete kit:  

 Satellite phone

 Rechargeable battery

 Wall charger

 International plug adapters
 Car charger

 Auxiliary magnetic mount

antenna  

 Antenna adapter

 Nylon phone case

 User guide

Iridium US 9505A 

With the Iridium 9505A portable handheld satellite 

phone, you can stay in touch across seas and time zones, 

in remote locations and on-the-go with one telephone 

number.  Small, light and resistant to water, dust and 

shock, this phone is ideal for any explorer, ship captain, 

business traveler or emergency management team. 

$1,711.74

The 9505A allows its users to stay in touch virtually anywhere in 

the world, especially in places where landlines and cellular service 
are non-existent.  

The rugged workhorse 

Other providers will deliver your Iridium satellite phone to you in the 

original box - What a hassle! Want to save yourself hours of time and 

aggravation? Buy your 9505A satellite phone from GlobaFone and use it 

straight of the carry case. We'll do all the set-up for you:

 Unpack the phone  

 Charge the phone

 Insert the SIM card  

 Remove the PIN code

 Cleaning the phone  

 Making a test call  

 All accessories packed in our padded nylon case

This is our value-add for you, saving you time and headache. This is 

critical when you have to deploy rapidly and there is no time to set up

your phone. 

 GF IR9505A 
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KEY FEATURES 

 Compact physical footprint for streamlined portability 

 Intuitive user interface for out-of-the-box functionality 

 Water, shock and dust resistance for unparalleled durability 

 Enhanced SMS and email messaging capability 

 Integrated speakerphone 

 Headset and hands-free capability 

 Internally stowed antenna 

 Mini-USB data port 

ANYWHERE IS THE NEW EVERYWHERE  

Mobile communications can expand frontiers, create opportunities, and establish 

critical lifelines. But only when it works. 

From distant rigs to pitching decks, baking deserts to frozen ice packs, the 

Iridium 9555 satellite phone can handle any environment. It is small but 

determined, sleek but industrial grade, easy to use but powerful. It is every bit as 

rugged as our previous handsets – still resistant to water, dust and shock – but 

streamlined and packed with innovative new features. 

The Iridium 9555 is the evolution of trusted, reliable mobile communications. 

And it is connected to the only truly global mobile communications network. So 

anywhere on the planet you need to be, the Iridium 9555 is always connected 

and backed by unmatched network quality and world-class technical support. 

COMPACT POWER 

The Iridium 9555 is not only the smallest phone Iridium has ever made, it’s also 

the most powerful. With a significantly reduced footprint from our previous 

phone, more hand-friendly form factor, and aerodynamic features such as an 

internally stowed antenna, this sleek handset is designed to easily go wherever 

you do. 

Iridium 9555 

Iridium 9555 is the latest evolution in our rugged 

and reliable satellite phones – and it works 

everywhere. Without exception. 

When failure is not an option,  

the Iridium 9555 is the only option. 

The tough customer chosen 

by even tougher customers 

GF IR9555 US

$1,214.04
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Iridium Extreme on Land 

 Iridium 9575 Extreme 

KEY BENEFITS 

• Supports all Iridium voice, circuit-switched data and Short Burst

Data (SBD) services in one compact, lightweight handheld. 

• Seamless global coverage.

• Programmable GPS-enabled SOS button.

• Available for use with existing

Iridium services. 

• Track and monitor Iridium Extreme users in real-time from

a secure web-portal featuring Google Earth and Google 

Maps.  

• Ergonomic, ruggedized handset with highest Ingress Protection

rating and military grade durability. 

MOBILE VOICE CALLING AND MORE 

• High-quality global voice service, with call forwarding and

restriction options. 

• One touch distress calls, text and email messages for

emergencies using the programmable SOS button. 

• Email and small file transfer via the Iridium RUDICS platform.

• View location and share it via SMS to either a pre-programmed

“Quick GPS” contact or a new message contact. 

Iridium Extreme is the first satellite phone to integrate voice, data, 

GPS-enabled location based tracking services and a programmable 

SOS button in a single device. Designed to meet military specifica-

tions for durability, Iridium Extreme is ideal for government and 

military personnel, emergency responders, mining teams or users 

that require location based services for real-time tracking.  

Operating on the Iridium satellite network of 66 satellites in a 

near polar Low Earth Orbit (LEO) with cross-link architecture, 

the Iridium Extreme handset is ruggedized enough to meet your 

critical communications needs even in the harshest or most re-

mote environments.  

GF EKPT1101

$1,521.33
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9555 DOCKING STATION 

ASE’s DK050 docking station offers unprecedented reliability, superior 

intelligency and rugged intergrity to make an exceptional phone even 

better.  Together the IRIDIUM 9555 and the ASE-DK050 offer an un-

surpassed package of reliability, innovation, power and efficiency.  The 

ASE-DK050 provides office, vehicle and vessel customers with a de-

pendable and critical lifeline via the IRIDIUM satellite network.  The 

mobile satellite service, which offers the only pole-to-pole global com-

munication, coverage, emables the ASE DK050 to provide unfaltering 

satellite communication anywhere on Earth.  This docking station’s ad-

vanced ergonomic design, small footprint, and array of attractive and up 

to the minute safety features place the ASE DK050 into a league of its 

own.   

 Innovative and ergonomic

 Enhanced smart dial

 ASE Privacy Handset Available
 Status Indicators for simple operation

 Simple installation electronics

 Indoor/Outdoor dock

 USB connect serial Port

GF_ASE_DK9555_H

$1,046.79

  * 

* Pictured here with an optional privacy handset—

Price without privacy handset—

$  724.39
GF_ASE_DK9555
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KEY FEATURES 

 RJ11 Connect: Connects to an analog phone (single or PBX) including multi

-handset wireless phones. Use of a cordless phone with expandable 

handsets can provide up to eight units within a two-mile range 

(unobstructed) from the base station. 

 Hands-Free Connect: Headset/microphone jack offers audio enhancement 

circuitry to provide excellent voice quality. 

 Data Port Connect: RS232 port for data connections including Internet 

connection with the Apollo Emulator. 

 "Smart Dialing": The Docking Station knows the correct format for the 

country that is being dialed and places the call once the number is entered. 

Smart Dialing eliminates the superfluous "00" IDD code (no more 

international dialing sequence). 

 Simple Operation: The Docking Station combines clear LED status lights 

with the Iridium handset's graphical display for setup, troubleshooting, 

programming, and operation. 

 Base Station Ringer: Audible ringing to alert of incoming calls. 

 Versatile Power Input: 10-32VDC input range supports power systems on 

most vehicles and vessels. An included power adapter (ISU-VADAC) 

allows 100/240VAC, 47/63 Hz operation. 

 Antenna Options: Can be used with many antennas, including fixed-mast, 

mobile fixed mount, and mobile magnetic-mount models. 

 Web Connect: Remote configuration and management using Ontec Web 

Services provides unparalleled enterprise-wide communication and data 

management services. 

The solution for using your Iridium satellite phone indoors and outdoors. Just dock your 

Iridium phone in our Docking Station and you can use satellite communications with 

standard analog phone sets or your company's PBX system. When you need to leave the 

office, just undock your handset and take it with you. Never be out of touch again! A military

secure version is also available. 

GF_IR_9505A_DCKST

$1,449.79

GF_IR_9505A_DCKST 9505A Docking Station w/POTS and RS232 - Includes Handset Interface, AC/DC Transformer, AC 

and DC Cords and User Manual on CD  $1,449.79

GF_IR_9505A_DCKST_H 9505A Docking Station w/POTS, RS232 and Handset - Includes Handset with Ram Swivel Mount, 

Handset Interface, AC/DC Transformer, AC and DC Cords and User Manual on CD  
$1,679.20

Additional Antenna Packages available:  Packages include Fixed Mount Iridium Antenna Kit with 
Cable in lengths of 12m, 20m, 40m or 70m.

9505A DOCKING STATION 
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 TRACKING

 LOCATION

 GPS

 SOS

 SMS

 PTT

 DIRECT USB

 WI-FI AXCESS POINT

 POTS/RJ-11

 SMARTDIAL

 STAR-8 DIAGNOSTICS
 HANDSET CHARGING

9575 EXTREME DOCKING STATIONS 

$  882.57 $1,124.37 $  882.57
GF_ASE_EX9575_DST_P GF_ASE_EX9575_DST_H GF_ASE_EX9575_DST 

ASE 9575 EXTREME Docking Station Features 
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The ASE ComCenter II-300 Series brings your Iridium

Satellite link indoors to provide low-cost, low-maintenance, 

secure access to remote networks and equipment anywhere 

in the world.   A choice of enhanced voice and data features 

lets you select the ComCenter II-300 model that optimizes

your satellite communications application! 

$2,537.89

ComCenter II-300 Series

FEATURES 

 ENHANCED VOICE: 

- RJ-11 (POTS) for PABX or wireless base station 

 Intelligent Privacy Handset

 SMS TEXTING: 

- Embedded ASE SatChat 

- Intelligent Privacy Handset 

 ENHANCED DATA:  

- IP Port Forwarding for machine-to-machine (M2M) Apps and VSAT 

  Diagnostics  

 E-Mail, Weather Info, Blogs 

APPLICATIONS 

 Maritime Communications  

 Corporate Resilience  

 Emergency Back-Up Communications 

 VSAT Back Door Diagnostics  

 GPS Reporting and Asset Tracking  

 Low-Cost SMS Texting 

Data transfer and real-time streaming of controls might incur additional service 

charges.  

INCLUDED WITH ALL COMCENTER MODELS  

 Universal AC/DC Power Adapter  

 Installation CD-ROM with User’s Manual and Quick Start Guide 

 Embedded ASE SatChat Text Messaging  

OPTIONAL ACCESSORIES INCLUDE  

 Privacy handset with swivel mount bracket  

 3rd Party email, Weather and Blog Application**  

GF_ASE_CCNT3_HMA 

Price without privacy handset—

Pictured here with an optional privacy handset—

$2,215.49

GF_ASE_CCNT3 
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ACCESSORIES 

The magnetic-mount antenna adds functionality to you Iridium satellite 

phone experience. Affectionately called the 'hockey puck' it is heavier 

duty than the auxiliary antenna that comes in the 9555 and 9505A kits 

and more flexible than the fixed-mast antenna that you mount to a 

building or vehicle. Magnetic-mount and easy 

connection make this antenna highly desirable for 

situations where you need extra flexibility. 

$230.72

Mobile Magnetic Mount Antenna 

Protect your investment with a weather proof case.  
Available in two sizes 1200 or 1300 and three 

colors yellow, orange or black.  Pricing based on 
size and customized or standard foam filling.

$ 99.74

Fixed Mast Antenna

$200.49

GF_ANTCOM_MMAGM_ANT 

For use with the ComCenter, Docking Station, 9505A, 
9555 or 9575 Portable Phones or Docks to deliver 
exceptional reception performance for permanent in-
building or marine applications. Designed for free air 
operation (no ground plane) and is hermetically sealed to 
withstand harsh nautical environments. 

GF_ANTCOM_FMANT_BM  

Pelican Cases 

GF_PEL_1300 

GF_AST_PEL_1200_FOAM 

$ 89.67
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IRIDIUM SERVICE RATE PLANS 

There are many providers offering Iridium phones and service, not only on GSA but on the web.  As the satellite 

market has picked up momentum, most of these ‘wanna-bes’ have jumped on board.  

GlobaFone by contrast has been an Iridium Service Provider for over 11 years.  We’ve been providing service to 

Federal Agencies in times of crisis as well as for daily use.  We have the experience you can rely on when you 

need communication that cannot fail you.  

GlobaFone pools airtime for you which lowers your cost.  Activate your first phone on one of our inclusive min-

ute plans and the rest on Basic Service.  Under this plan, ALL of your phones can use the airtime which greatly 

lowers your monthly cost and risk of those high overage rates.  In addition, we can create a custom airtime plan, 

specifically suited to what you need.  And if you don’t know when you will need airtime in a given year, pay annu-

ally and your pool of airtime is available for your use anytime during the 12 months.

At GlobaFone, we make it easy for you to subscribe to exactly the service you need. 

THE GLOBAFONE DIFFERENCE 

All rates without IFF 

SIN Description 

Monthly Fee 
List 

132-55 Post-Paid Voice Service Basic, 0 Monthly Minutes $44.00 

132-55 Post-Paid Standard Service, 20 Monthly Minutes $60.00 




